Correlation between DNA transfer and cystic fibrosis airway epithelial cell correction after recombinant adeno-associated virus serotype 2 gene therapy.
Recombinant adeno-associated virus serotype 2 (rAAV2)-based human gene therapy for cystic fibrosis has progressed through a series of preclinical studies and phase I and II clinical trials. This agent has shown an encouraging safety profile, consistent levels of DNA transfer, and positive evidence of short-term clinical improvement in lung function in a prospective, placebo-controlled phase II trial of aerosol administration. Nonetheless, it has been difficult to assess the relationship between its molecular action and the observed clinical improvements, because of the lack of positive results from a highly specific assay for vector mRNA. This issue is further complicated by the fact that the clinical vector utilizes a small cryptic rAAV2 promoter sequence that is less robust for mRNA expression than typical viral promoters. In this paper, we report the results of more sensitive assays performed on primary nasal cells harvested from rAAV2-CFTR gene therapy recipients. These studies demonstrate a correlation between the presence of rAAV2-CFTR vector genomes, CFTR mRNA expression, and cAMP-activated chloride channel function in these cells. The observation of sizeable physiological correction in the face of low mRNA levels may reflect the regulatory role of low levels of CFTR protein as an activator of other chloride channels.